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Main changes

Reference: October 20, 2005 draft

decimal formats (see below)

transcendental (section T)

varying-width formats (section 3.5)

base conversion: should be correct in the whole range (section 5.6)

tail operations (section 5.13)

fused multiply add

new round-to-nearest-away mode
Formats

binary32, binary64

**new**: binary16 (storage), binary128 (quad), decimal32 (storage),
decimal64, decimal128

no “single extended” and “double extended” formats any more

binary16: 11 bits, $-14 \leq e \leq +15$

binary128: 113 bits, $-16382 \leq e \leq +16383$

decimal32: 7 digits, $-95 \leq e \leq +96$

decimal64: 16 digits, $-383 \leq e \leq +384$

decimal128: 34 digits, $-6143 \leq e \leq +6144$

Which hardware decimal format (IBM or Intel)?
Transcendental functions:

- correctly-rounded versions (0.5 and 0/1 ulp)
- and well-rounded versions if more efficient (twice the error bound: 1.0 and 0/2.0 ulps)
- for exp, expm1, log, log1p, \( \sin(\pi x) \), \( \cos(\pi x) \), \( \frac{\tan(x)}{\pi} \) on their whole input domain
- \( \sin, \cos \) on \((-2\pi, 2\pi)\), \( \tan \) on \([-\tan(\pi/2), \tan(\pi/2)]\), well-rounded outside
Give your opinion before it is too late
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